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ACLI Antitrust Statement
The American Council of Life Insurers is committed to adhering strictly to the
letter and spirit of the antitrust laws. Meetings conducted under the ACLI’s
auspices are designated solely to provide a forum for the expression of various
points of view on topics described in the agenda. Under no circumstances shall
ACLI meetings be used as a means for competing companies to reach any
understanding, expressed or implied, which tends to restrict competition, or in
any way, to impair the ability of members to exercise independent business
judgement regarding matters affecting competition.

Webinar Information
• Audio – You can select your audio option in the lower left corner of your screen. You can choose
computer audio or dial-in option - just click for more information.
• Attendees are in Listen Only Mode – You can message the host using the Q&A or by raising your
hand.

• Raise Hand – If you have any technical difficulties, please raise your hand and the host will message
you.
• Questions – We will be taking questions at the end of the session. Please feel free to type them into
the Q&A as we go along. If you wish to remain anonymous when asking a question, select “ask
anonymously” before you send.
• Leave Meeting – You can leave the meeting by clicking “Leave Meeting” on the bottom right of your
screen.
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Director, Accenture Insurance Practice

Nancy is responsible for the care and growth of
the ALIP client community and overall market
presence.

Helps global insurers transform underwriting
operations, leading large-scale transformation
projects focused on business value.

Nancy.Bass@Accenture.com

Michael.Reilly@Accenture.com

Blake Hill
Vice President North America
Sales, dacadoo
Supports insurance companies
globally as they transform into
customer-centric and digitallyenabled businesses using the
dacadoo platform.
Blake.Hill@dacadoo.com

Insurtechs
health scores
and AI, OH MY!
Presented by:

Accenture and dacadoo

November 17, 2021

What you will learn:
• Insurers are adopting AI and
accelerating digital transformation.

• Life underwriters are optimistic about
technology such as third-generation
underwriting platforms that leverage
data and analytics to improve insight
and process efficiency.
• Insurtech partnerships enable
technology adoption at scale and
improve the way we sell, buy and
service insurance.

2021 Life
Underwriting
Survey
October 2021

Respondents’ profiles

34%

35%

15%

30%

<$10K

31%
Underwriter

27%

10-49K

50-250K

28%

13%

>250K

21%

<$100M

20%

100-499M

23%

500-999M

22%

1-4.9B

>5B

Senior Underwriter

Product Manager

Smaller representation of small accounts and small companies

Primary area of focus
Life/Retirement

Group/Disability

Company’s net
premiums written (USD)

Average account
premium (USD)

Job title

Respondents’ age
59%

1% 18%

Years worked in the insurance industry

71%

9%

2%

30%

47%

17% 3%

41%
18-30

Source: Accenture 2021 Life Underwriting Survey

31-40

41-50

51-60

0-4

5-10

11-15

16-20

>20

Number of responses = 500

Time allocation by type of activity
What percentage of your time do you spend each month on the following activities?

Averages

24%
39%

37%

Risk Analysis/Pricing
Non-core and administration

Source: Accenture 2021 Life Underwriting Survey

Negotiation and sales

Issuing policies

13%

Meeting or talking with agents/brokers to
develop sales

13%

Administrative activities

13%

Servicing accounts including inquiries,
endorsements, etc.

13%

Performing a risk analysis of the account

12%

Data entry/data gathering to prepare
submissions or renewals (includes…

12%

Rating/pricing an account

12%

Negotiating and requoting

12%

Other

1%
Number of responses = 500

Underwriters struggle with systems, training and data.
What are the top 3 challenges within your underwriting function that impact your ability to achieve your
business objectives?
Top challenges:
1. Ineffective systems
2. Insufficient training

3. Lack of information/analytics at
the point of need
4. Lack of product options

5. Decreased underwriting
authority at the point of sale

Ineffective systems or redundant inputs and manual
processes

41%

Insufficient focus on training/talent development

41%

Lack of information/analytics at the point of need
Lack of product options to meet client needs

35%

Decreased underwriting authority at the point of sale

32%

Inefficient referral processes

31%

Access to capital

29%

Poor access or organization of underwriting information

29%

Outdated/inflexible systems
Source: Accenture 2021 Life Underwriting Survey

36%

25%
Number of responses = 500

Growth and talent retention among top concerns
How will the following factors impact insurance underwriting over the next 3 years?

Top factors increasing in
impact:
1. Pressure for growth
2. Retaining and developing
talent
3. New products and
distribution channels
4. Regulation
5. Speed and better customer
experiences

Pressure for growth

53%

40%

7%

53%

40%

8%

53%

41%

6%

53%

40%

8%

52%

39%

9%

52%

41%

7%

51%

41%

8%

Demand for new types of products

50%

43%

8%

Pressure to reduce expenses

49%

43%

7%

Ability to attract, retain, and develop quality underwriting
talent
Emergence of new distribution channels/insurance products
(variable, continuous, etc.)
Changes in regulation
Customer/producer demands for more services, speed, and
improved customer experiences
Introduction of new technologies (digital, social, AI-enabled,
robotics, etc.)
Increased competition from both existing carriers and new
entrants

Pressure to reduce time to quote
Increased impact
Source: Accenture 2021 Life Underwriting Survey

46%

46%

No change

Decreased impact
Number of responses = 500

8%

Technology improves performance;
but doesn’t reduce workloads.
Technology has a positive impact on
underwriting performance

Technology maturity
Most mature:
Agent portals

75%

Least mature:

Alternative data
Data management
Modern rating/pricing

Artificial intelligence
40%

Already implemented

45%

In process

15%

Planned in next 3 years

Technology increased underwriting workloads

60%
Source: Accenture 2021 Life Underwriting Survey

Talent gap

What are underwriters
most concerned about?

“I am concerned about the loss of employees due
to increase in technology use.”
“I am concerned about my company's
automation processes. I’m also concerned about
our company's data security and workflow.”
“Industry-wide, AI automation is also a source of
concern.”
“Getting a little worried thinking about the
negative impact of new technologies in the
organization”

Shortage of experienced talent in the marketplace
“Good people leaving the industry”

Inflexible and outdated systems requiring manual
work

“Shortage of technical workforce and experienced staff”
“Hiring new skilled full-time employees”

“Inflexible and legacy systems”

“A scarcity of job prospects in the insurance industry”

“Ineffective systems or unnecessary inputs and
manual processes”

“Worker shortage in upcoming technical work”

“The most serious concern is inefficiency.”

“I have some concerns regarding the retention of skilled
employees.”

“Good process design to ensure the right amount of
effort for the risk complexity”

Lack of technical skills
and insufficient training

Impact of technology & AI
on jobs
Replacement of underwriters in the face of
more automation

Outdated technology and
inefficiency

Lack of technical skills to deal with new technologies
“As an underwriter, I am most concerned of my work and
lack of technology knowledge.”

Data quality

Customer trust

“Challenges in technical work and lack of knowledge about
new things”

Lack of data and data of good quality

Lack of clients’ trust

“Acquire the necessary digital capabilities”

“Improving quality of analytical data is the
biggest concern.”

“Lack of trust is the biggest concern.”

“Worried about lack of technical knowledge”

“I am mostly concerned about skill gap.”

“Challenges regarding the quality of analytical
data in the insurance field”

“Technical difficulties, as well as a lack of knowledge and
experience”

“Progress is complicated by the lack of data in
the organization.”

“(Concerned that if because of) AI technologies, wellprepared staff will be able to play catch-up.”

“Insured applicants’ trust factor is the main
concern.”
“The biggest concern is finding out new ways to
get rid of trust issues between customers and
insurer.”
“The key issue of covered candidates is their level
of trust.”

“Absence of collaboration and insufficient guidance for AI
technology”
“Lack of data integration and insufficient training”

Source: Accenture 2021 Life Underwriting Survey
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Third generation underwriting
First generation
UW solutions enabled rating and
maintained base policy
information.
Second generation
solutions added workflow and
control key policy and rating data.
Third generation
UW solutions marry intelligence to
the UW Workflow improving
insight and execution.

By building big data platforms specialized to work with UW workflows we
create new possibilities to transform.
Customers

Line of Business Platforms (1st & 2nd Gen.):

Life/Annuity

Agent / Broker

Group/Retirement

Personal (Home/Car)

Commercial (All)

Reinsurance

UW Intelligence Platform
Direct

OSP

Wholesaler

Data Sources:

Automation:

Analytics:

Enablement:

•
•
•
•
•

Robotic, machine learning, and AI
solutions to process information
and tasks

Analytical models designed to aid
the UW decision process:

Data visualizations and human +
machine interfaces to help make
specific decisions

Portals
Apps
Forms
Images
Inventories

Data Enrichment /
Cleansing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3rd Party
IoT
Social
Mobile
Gov’t
Carrier

•
•
•
•
•

Email Case Advisor
Case Advisor
DVT
GeoFluent
Bleu Prism / Automation Anywhere

•
•
•
•
•

Win Probability
Renewal Anomaly
Data Quality Scores
Risk Quality
Sentiment Analysis

•
•
•
•

Comparative Analytics
Property Advisor
Triage Alerts
Knowledge Mgmt

Data Stores:
Lakes

Structured

Location

Cloud Tier
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Human + Machine UW design
While the end goal is to take an
intelligent platform approach to
all of underwriting, we can lock
into specific phases and key
questions to transform parts of
the underwriting process,
building and deploying
capabilities over time.

With a focus on underwriting outcomes and key decisions, we can drive
transformative change.
Negotiation
Using broker information,
profitability insights, and
visualizations to equip
underwriters for better
negotiations

UW Decision
Using data visualizations and
comparative analytics to help
underwriters assess and
understand the quality of the
account

Intelligent Intake:

Renewal Insight

Triage

Rethinking the end-to-end
ingestion process with intelligence
so that we gather, cleanse, and
prepare all of the necessary data

Redesign renewals to use external
data and anomaly analytics to
identify cases requiring more
advanced handling

Using analytical models and
intuitive design to help
underwriters to better evaluate
which cases should be pursued
17

Example: Intelligent intake
Intelligent Intake
Getting business in the
door is great, but today we
need to quickly convert
intake to insight by
digitizing data, cleansing
and supplementing
information from internal
and external sources and
preparing the information
for underwriters (whether
that be automated or
otherwise). Advanced
intelligent tools are helping
to drive the future.

Today, Operations can transform and improve core UW quality by setting the
stage at intake
Intake / Clearance

Ingest

Is this a cleared submission?
Do I have the information I need?
Is the information that I have
complete and accurate?

Prepare

• Automation ingests
submissions
• Extracts data from
submission materials

Set-up

• Supplement data with
3rd party
• Cleanse and finalize data
with ML

• Robotics clear risks
• Gather Info if needed
• Enablement for
decisions

What is my chance to win it?

Industry Examples:

UW Intelligence Platform
Data Sources:

Automation:

Analytics:

Enablement:

•
•
•
•
•

• Ingestion and set-up of the submission
• Automated gathering of external
information
• Kick-off of analytics for data cleanse,
data preparation, and data scoring
• Reducing touch by 80%+

• Today 20-30% of customer/broker
information is inaccurate
• Data Cleanse and data preparation
sources can drive that over 90% for key
data elements improving downstream
pricing accuracy

• Simplified view to allow for rapid
decisions on submissions
− Clearance issues
− Missing data
− Analytic predictions

Portals
Apps
Forms
Images
Inventories

Data Enrichment /
Cleansing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3rd Party
IoT
Social
Mobile
Gov’t
Carrier

Data Stores:
• Data fabric to allow large ingestion and
alignment of core data needs
• Ability to hold all data from the
submission, not just rating and policy
elements

•
•
•
•
•

Current Submission
Point-to-Point 3rd party sources
News / Financial Sources
Social \ Scraping Sources
Previous Submission Information from
carrier records

• Planck and Enigma
small business data
platforms
• Attune small business
• Guardian small
business

• Peer Information from Submission
Information

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Example: Renewal set-up
Intelligent Intake
Getting business in the
door is great, but today we
need to quickly covert
intake to insight by
digitizing data, cleansing
and supplementing
information from internal
and external sources and
preparing the information
for underwriters (whether
that be automated or
otherwise). Advanced
intelligent tools are helping
to drive the future.

We can rethink renewals based on data and performance rather than
restrictive rules
Renewal set-up
Has there been a change in
operation?

Gather

• Gather internal view of
the renewal
• Gather external insights
on current operations

Assess
Operation

Assess change of operation
from external data and kickoff data gathering if
required

Assess
Performance

Anomaly analysis to see if
renewal is performing
similar to peer group

Renewal
Decision

• Automate decision for
accounts performing like
peers
• Enable UW for kickouts

How is the business performing
compared to peers?
Does it require a full renewal review?

Industry Examples:

UW Intelligence Platform
Data Sources:

Automation:

Analytics:

Enablement:

•
•
•
•
•

• Identify renewal
• Gather internal information
• Kick-off auto validation and data gather
AI

• Data validation with third-party sources
on key data elements to identify a
change
• Anomaly scoring to determine if a
renewal submission is similar to its peer
group

• Enablement for the UW with
comparative analytics and anomaly
highlights for them to quickly assess
unique elements for the risk

Portals
Apps
Forms
Images
Inventories

Data Enrichment /
Cleansing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3rd Party
IoT
Social
Mobile
Gov’t
Carrier

Data Stores:
•
•
•
•

Data Current Submission
Point-to-Point 3rd party sources
News / Financial Sources
Social / Scraping Sources

• Previous Submission Information from
carrier records
• Peer Information from submission
iinformation

Plank data solutions is
exploring a third-party
solution in which they
could validate key data
with external sources and
then initiate a
conversational AI to
gather needed
information if required.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Driving intelligence into
underwriting and
underwriting operations
doesn’t have to tackle all
of Underwriting at once:
• Minimize impact on existing
architecture
• Drive transformational change in
the underwriting value chain
• Accelerate benefits from Human +
Machine solutions
• Can happen in parallel with other
platform upgrades
• Decouples development of
underwriting intelligence from
quoting platforms

Our approach to 3rd generation
underwriting platforms
Four pillars allow us to build strategically while
implementing in digestible pieces.

#1

#2

#3

#4

Data Digitization and
Validation

Point of Need Human +
Machine Solutions

Ecosystem and Partner
Orchestration

Human-Led Design

Underwriting and
Operations relies on data
accuracy and accessibility.
Start by digitizing,
supplementing, validating,
and qualifying core UW
data.

3rd Generation UW is
designed to drive Human+
Machine solutions by
focusing on specific UW
decisions and tasks and
driving solutions and
benefits for advancing their
improvement.

Data, data partners, and
ecosystems will continue to
explode.
Plan for increasing
integration and
collaboration with network
partners.

Use human-led design to
embed usable insights into
the UW flow to ensure use,
improve usability, and drive
performance.
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dacadoo

Digital Health Engagement Platform & Risk Engine
CONNECT · SCORE · ENGAGE

dacadoo

The content and design of this presentation is protected by copyright and other rights of dacadoo ag or
third parties. The reproduction, editing and distribution of this presentation, in whole or in part, is only
permissible with the prior written consent of dacadoo ag. Any type of exploitation of the content or design
of this presentation or of its underlying concepts is prohibited.

dacadoo

About dacadoo
Swiss HealthTech and InsurTech company founded in 2010 with +120 employees across 7 locations and
customers all over the world. Recognized by Gartner Group 'Cool Vendor in Insurance 2021'.

Digital Health
Engagement Platform
Client examples

Strategic Partnerships

Health Risk
Quantification
Awards

Top-Rated Health Engagement
•
•
•
•

dacadoo

Monthly active: 35% to 65% of registered users
Stickiness (DAU/MAU): 40% to 70%
Powerful marketing & incentivized engagement
packages for lasting results
Access to world-renowned professors in health
engagement via the Digital Health
Engagement Institute (DHEI) foundation
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dacadoo

Trusted Scientific underpinning

dacadoo

Risk Predictions & Health Score
300 million people years of clinical
and real-life data
Prof. Dr. Laurence Jacobs

Medical
Prof. Dr. Laurence Jacobs

Content
developed and reviewed/
approved by content specialists

Stress, Sleep
Prof. Dr. Laurence Jacobs +
Advisory Board

Nutrition
Dr. David Fäh
University of Zurich, Mühlemann
Nutrition

Exercise
Advisory Board and various
specialists in the field
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dacadoo

Digital Health Engagement Platform
Engagement
Value
Proposition
Consumer
Facing

White Label
Product

Back End (API)
Product

dacadoo White Label App Built on dacadoo Back End
Health Score, Digital Coaching, Wearable Hub, Gamification & Rewards

dacadoo

Risk Engine
Risk Value Proposition
Behind the Scenes

Risk Engine

API
Estimates of Mortalities, Morbidities, and Missing Health Data

24

dacadoo – Risk Engine

Risk Engine API vs. Instant Health Score API

Target

Description

Risk Engine API

Instant Health Score API

Underwriting / Actuaries

Consumer

Calculates 3 mortality risks over
Calculates 3 morbidity risks.
Provides a set of imputed values where input data
was not provided
Minimum required data input are gender, age, height
and weight.

The Health Score is a number between 1 and 1,000
representing the overall health of a person. The score
is based on numerous biometric, lifestyle and
psychometric inputs supporting a 360° view of human
health. The score is neutralized by age and gender to
allow comparison and benchmarking.
Instant Health Score API

Risk Engine API

Inputs:
Min 4

Output

dacadoo

Body

Mind

Lifestyle

Metric Health (104)
Smoking (5)

Quality of Life (27)

Sleep (60)
Nutrition (22)
Movement (60)

• 3 Mortalities
• 3 Morbidities + 9 more pending (e.g., Diabetes T2, HT, etc.)
• Imputed body values of data points not provided (e.g.,
conditional expectation of missing data)

• Health Score, normalized by age and gender
• Sub-scores for Body, Mind and Lifestyle
• Component scores of Lifestyle sub-score
25

dacadoo – Risk Engine

High-Dimensionality of Risk
Traditional Risk Table

dacadoo Risk Engine
100

Male smokers

5% and 95% percentiles
Male smokers

Female Smokers

0.8

Male non-smokers

Female Smokers

80

Female non-smokers

Male non-smokers
Female non-smokers

0.6

15qx

60

0.4

40

0.2

20

0.0

0
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

20

30

40

50

60

70

Age

Age

Low-Dimensional

High-Dimensional

Age, Sex, Smoking
Absolute

80+ Inputs
Relative

80

90

The dacadoo Risk Engine creates additional fine-granular dispersion that supports risk assessment.
It complements traditional risk tables due to it high-dimensional, relative nature.

dacadoo
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dacadoo - DHEP

Businesses must shift to prevail in Platform Economy
Personal Relationship
Irish Life – MyLife ads

REVENUE

BUILD TRUST
BRAND AWARENESS
OFFER BROADER VALUE

TransactionalTRANSACTIONAL
“Man from Pru” from Man from the Pru – Prudential plc

dacadoo
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dacadoo - DHEP

Platforms deliver Value not Goods
Goods thinking:

Kodak thought it was in the Chemical business

Value perspective:

Kodak was in the Preserving Memories business

Goods thinking:

Insurers thought they were in Protection business

dacadoo
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dacadoo - DHEP

Platform business for Health – Insurers as Incumbents
Insurers are in the Trust & Security business
Health & Wellness is a point of entry to
Customer Engagement

Wellness is a profitable byproduct of
Customer Engagement

Engagement is what matters, and it leads to improved health

dacadoo
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dacadoo - DHEP

Comprehensive Digital Health Engagement Platform
Powerful Engagement Features

Health Score

Tracking

Coach

Gamification

Social Groups

Rewards

Goals

Supported 3rd Party Devices & Apps

18 languages available
dacadoo

* = Chinese simplified + Chinese traditional
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dacadoo - DHEP

Tracking with or without a Tracker
In-App tracking

Tracking with a third-party device/app

GPS support, automatic and/or manual tracking of activities. Over
120 activities available to track directly within the DHEP.

Ability to connect to preferred tracking source either directly or via
larger connectors (Apple Health, Google Fit, Samsung Health)

dacadoo
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dacadoo - DHEP

Automated Coach & content to personalize experience
Automated Smart Coach with push
notifications

dacadoo

Messages and content delivered
via “Spotlight” or via Smart Coach

Built-in articles integrated in each
area of Wheel of Life and ability to
connect customer’s blogs
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dacadoo - DHEP

For all Health types, not just healthy or high risk

dacadoo
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dacadoo - DHEP

Integrated Rewards models
Trigger-based rewards

No shop setup is required,
all implemented on DHEP
via deep links.

100+ triggers can be
defined directly on DHEP
(e.g., completes activity,
attains achievement,
attains goal)

Users can get coupons
(e.g., 30% off on XYZ) or
vouchers (free coffee at
XYZ)

Requires reward shop
partner to execute on
campaign

Points-based rewards
Behavioral-based Points
Earning Schedule (gain-framed
incentives or loss-framed
incentives)

dacadoo

Reward Value
(currency)

Reward shop
experience designed by
a world leader in this
area
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dacadoo - DHEP

Customer examples

dacadoo
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Questions/discussion

Questions?

Thank You

Contact: Joan Damico, joan.damico@accenture.com, Jennifer Hart, jennifer.hart@accenture.com,
Nancy Bass, Nancy.Bass@Accenture.com Michael Reilly, Michael.F.Reilly@Accenture.com

